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EDUCATION

PhD in Mathematics 2013 – 2017

School of Mathematics, University of East Anglia

Thesis: Automorphisms and endomorphisms of first order structures (click for pdf).

Supervised by Professor David Evans and Dr Robert Gray.

My research explores areas of pure mathematics such as group theory, semigroup theory, model

theory and graph theory in order to further develop the theory of automorphism groups and endo-

morphism monoids of countable relational structures.

MMath Masters in Mathematics 2009 – 2013

School of Mathematics, University of East Anglia

Course completed with a first class honours degree.

Masters Project: On the Möbius Function of Finite Groups.

Awarded the Dominic Russell Prize for “exceptional efforts in helping other undergraduate students

registered in the School of Mathematics to have a greater understanding of their studies.”

WORK EXPERIENCE

Associate Lecturer (Education Focused) 2017 – present

School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of St Andrews

Lecturer in Mathematics 2016 – 2017

School of Mathematics, University of East Anglia 2014

Learning Enhancement Tutor in Mathematics and Statistics 2015 – 2016

Dean of Students Office, University of East Anglia

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

As an Associate Lecturer (Education Focused) I have:

· delivered lectures, examples classes, small-group tutorials and computing workshops on a wide range

of topics in undergraduate mathematics: Introductory Mathematics; Mathematics; Pure and Applied

Mathematics; Topics in Mathematics; Linear Mathematics; Multivariate Calculus; Vector Calculus;

Real Analysis; Number Theory.
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· acted as module co-ordinator for the sub-honours modules Multivariate Calculus (∼290 students)

and Linear Mathematics (∼80 students), and the honours module Number Theory (∼70 students);

· written lecture notes for Introductory Mathematics (on integration, click for pdf) and Pure and

Applied Mathematics (on topics in pure mathematics, click for pdf);

· developed and distributed problem sheets and commentaries for most of the above modules using

MMS;

· set and marked undergraduate examinations on most of the above modules;

· supervised three final-year BSc student projects and one final-year MMath student project on areas

in pure mathematics, and due to supervise an MSc dissertation student in the summer of 2019;

· volunteered at Maths Base, a helpdesk for sub-honours students seeking help with any aspect of

their mathematics modules;

· been shortlisted for a St Andrews Students’ Association Teaching Award in the category of Innovative

Teaching in April 2019.

As a Lecturer in Mathematics I have:

· delivered lectures on the first-year courses Sets, Numbers and Probability and Linear Algebra, the

second-year course Algebra (on ring theory), and on the final-year course on Semigroup Theory;

· set and marked undergraduate examinations on topics such as Algebra, Linear Algebra, Elementary

Number Theory and Semigroup Theory;

· designed and delivered a standalone beginner’s LATEX course (click here for materials);

· supervised a third-year BSc project student on a project of my own design in the field of topology;

· developed and distributed problem sheets, commentaries, workshops and revision material using

Blackboard;

· operated an open door policy to deal with individual problems.

As a Learning Enhancement Tutor I have:

· assisted in designing and delivering mathematics workshops to non-mathematicians, ranging in ability

from basic numeracy to partial differential equations;

· obtained financial assistance from the UEA Alumni Fund (with colleagues) to design online-only

worksheets and model solutions on a range of topics;

· participated in a helpdesk for foundation year scientists.

In addition to these positions, I have:

· given a contributed talk at UEA Learning and Teaching Day 2016 on staff-student partnerships in

mathematics workshop delivery;

· attended a Higher Education Academy (HEA) STEM Workshop for Postgraduate Students who

Teach Mathematics, Statistics and Operational Research at the ICMS in Edinburgh, February 2014.

ADMINISTRATION AND SERVICE
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· I am currently a subhonours adviser for the School of Mathematics and Statistics at the University

of St Andrews. This role involves offering both academic and pastoral guidance to around 60

undergraduate students in the School of Mathematics and Statistics, as well as answering questions

at applicant open days.

· Acted on an interview panel to hire summer students for a project developing revision resources at

the University of St Andrews.

· Assisted at UEA Applicant Days, running a session called ‘Group theory: or how not to lose your

head’ for potential UEA students in spring 2017.

· Co-created a LATEX template for UEA PhD theses (click here for materials).

· Assisted in the organisation of the 17th NBSAN meeting in Norwich with Dr Robert Gray, which

took place in April 2014.

· Organised the postgraduate research student seminar series in the School of Mathematics, spring

2014.

OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT

· Gave a series of summer school talks for a variety of schemes (International Science Summer School,

Sutton Trust, ELT Summer School), at the University of St Andrews, June and July 2018.

· Gave a session on “Problems Through the Ages” for the First Chance Foundation scheme at the

University of St Andrews, March 2018.

· Gave academic taster sessions at Year 10 Summer Schools at UEA, August 2016.

· Participated in Bringing Scientists to You events at various secondary schools in Norfolk, June 2016.

· Delivered two standalone sessions entitled “Hilbert’s Hotel: An Introduction to Infinity” and “Prob-

lems Through The Ages” for Explore Maths event at UEA, March 2016.

· Gave same sessions at Explore Maths event at UEA, March 2015.

· Designed and delivered an outreach session for Year 7 pupils entitled “Four interesting problems,

four interesting answers”, at UEA, November 2013.

RESEARCH ACTIVITY

Publications and preprints

[2] Two Fräıssé-style theorems for homomorphism-homogeneous relational structures, arXiv preprint

1812.01934.

[1] Permutation monoids and MB-homogeneity for graphs and relational structures (joint with David

Evans and Robert Gray), European Journal of Combinatorics, 78:163-189, 2019.

· HE and MB-homogeneous graphs (joint with Andrés Aranda, in preparation).

· Homomorphism-homogeneous directed graphs, in preparation.

Conference talks and research seminars
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· Due to give an invited talk at York Semigroup in York, June 2019.

· Gave invited talk and chaired a session at the 28th North British Semigroups and their Applications

Network (NBSAN) meeting at the University of St Andrews, June 2018.

· Gave invited talk at ‘Workshop on groups, generalisations and applications’ at the University of St

Andrews, May 2018.

· Gave invited talk at the Pure Mathematics Colloquium at the University of St Andrews, February

2018.

· Gave invited talk at York Semigroup in York, October 2016.

· Gave contributed talk at Logic Colloquium 2016 in Leeds, August 2016.

· Gave invited talk at 3rd meeting of South and East of England Model Theory Network (SEEMOD)

in Oxford, July 2016.

· Gave contributed talk at Conference on Semigroup and Automata Theory (in honour of Jorge

Almeida and Gracinda Gomes’ 60th birthdays) in Lisbon, June 2016.

· Various talks at the UEA postgraduate research seminar series.

Attended conferences

· Attended the 70th British Mathematical Colloquium at the University of St Andrews, June 2018.

· Regular attendee of NBSAN meetings, various (most recent June 2018).

· Attended and chaired a session at the Winter One-Relator Workshop 2018 in Norwich, January 2018.

· Attended the inaugural SEEMOD meeting in Norwich, February 2016.

· Attended the AMS-EMS-SPD Joint International Meeting in Porto, Portugal, June 2015.

· Attended workshop on semigroup theory in honour of the 60th birthday of Mikhail Volkov, June

2015.

Refereeing and reviewing

· I am an active journal referee for journals including Semigroup Forum and Communications in

Algebra.

TECHNICAL STRENGTHS

· I am proficient with: LATEX and Beamer; Blackboard, MMS and Moodle; the Microsoft Office Suite

(Word, Powerpoint and Excel). I have an intermediate knowledge of both HTML and Python.

· I have a basic knowledge of French and German.

REFEREES

Available on request.


